


















































be holding light up to the light, or “holding a candle to the Sun to see the Sun better” (Kahn, “Silence and Light” 231). I will examine the environmental implications of a phenomenological investigation of light. A great deal has been written on the varied scientific, philosophical, and religious theories of light. Likewise, architects and architectural theorists have said much regarding lighting. Yet there is little literature that explores the philosophy of light and lighting from an explicitly environmental perspective. Lighting is often considered via its various quantitative aspects in environmental thought, but little attention is given to the underlying presuppositions informing our conceptions of light. My research will merge philosophical and architectural theories of light within an environmental framework, opening a new avenue for exploration. Such an investigation will prove relevant for a range of disciplines, but should first and foremost be understood as an exercise in environmental thought with implications for architectural theory. I am examining built environments as embodied manifestations of our understanding of light. Light has been a focus of theologians, philosophers, artists, and scientists for centuries. Some of the greatest thinkers in history, from Plato to Newton to Einstein, all spent considerable time searching for the “true nature” of light, yet it has consistently eluded capture. To move forward with a relevant exploration, we should not try to find some “true nature” but explore how light manifests itself in our experiences. What is needed is not a final truth concerning light, but a reflexive and relevant understanding of how light participates in our daily lives.  The  transformations  of  cultures  over  time  have  had  profound  effects  on  the insights humanity has had into nature. We have seen the character of successive ages reflected in the images they have made of light. These form a sequence, not of disjointed fragments, but a whole that unfolds in time, a series of awakenings that bespeaks an  inner evolutionary development… The very existence of  that transformation  suggests  the  possibility  of  further  evolution,  individually  and culturally,  and  the  possibility  of  relinking  the moral  and  sensual,  the  physical and  spiritual,  in  a  fresh,  unitary  imagination.  Past  change  occurred with  little 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2 The anthology Sustainable Architecture White Papers (2005) provides a wide range environmental 
















 King’s beliefs clearly resonate with the aspirations of Buchanan and Wines. Given architecture’s cultural importance, architectural theory cannot be left out of environmental thought (and vice versa). Architecture needs to carefully draw inspiration from environmental thought, fulfilling its duty to provide spiritual as well as physical shelter (Harries 17). What is needed, as Harries states, is architecture that “transforms our understanding of how we should live… A greener architecture is needed, not just to address ever‐more unavoidable environmental problems but, more fundamentally, to help bring about a change of heart” (17). Leopold stated in relation to his Land Ethic that, “We can be ethical only in relation to something we can see, feel, understand, love, or otherwise have faith in” (214). As such, a truly ecological vision of architecture needs to include more than just physical characteristics.    I will be proceeding from the stance that environmental concerns are a cultural question more than a technological problem. As Evernden explains, It  is  not  a  question  of  our  encountering  the  crisis  and  resolving  it  through technology. The crisis is not simply something we can examine and resolve. We 












































2 The Environmental & Architectural Phenomenology Newsletter, in publication since 1990, acts as a 











Phenomenology, helped solidify the field as an emerging area of inquiry.3 Ecophenomenology is any phenomenological investigation infused with an environmental ethic. Phenomenology’s purely descriptive focus poses a potential shortcoming (Langer 117), however the incorporation of an ethical stance from environmentalism offers it new directions. Likewise, environmental thought stands to benefit from phenomenology’s central task, which is “to activate and reactivate the complex articulations and relations of things, restoring through description, through dramatization, a participatory engagement (bodily, imaginative, etc) with things” (Wood 215). Thus, ecophenomenology is a cross‐disciplinary framework that is based on two claims:  …first,  that  an  adequate  account  of  our  ecological  situation  requires  the methods and insights of phenomenology; and, second, that phenomenology, led by its own momentum, becomes a philosophical ecology, that is, a study of  the  interrelationships  between  organism  and  world  in  its  metaphysical and axiological dimensions. (Brown and Toadvine, xii‐xiii)  A return to subjective, sensory experience, ecophenomenologists assert, can move beyond conceptual abstractions and foster moments of insight regarding our connectedness to the more‐than‐human world. Describing the relationship between environmentalism and phenomenology, Wood asserts that ecophenomenology is both an ecological phenomenology and a phenomenological ecology, offering a middle ground for reciprocal exploration (231).  Ecophenomenology has many pathways, but research originating with French phenomenologist Maurice Merleau‐Ponty (1908‐61) best complements the embodied approach to architectural phenomenology. Merleau‐Ponty’s writings on embodied                                                         
3 Additionally, journals such as Environmental Values, Environmental Ethics, and Environmental 




































































































































































































































































































































































  At St. Gabriel’s, the lighting effect is not only light on concrete, but also coloured light on concrete. We are further removed from the materiality, and instead are appreciating the light as we would a painting. McCann, in “Entwining the Body and the World,” applies Merleau‐Ponty’s discussion of painting in “Eye and Mind” to architectural experience. McCann explains that the categorization of qualities proposed by Descartes saw length, height, and form as primary, while texture, color and luster were secondary qualities, unquantifiable and unreliable. Merleau‐Ponty’s focus on the dynamic relationship between painter and world inverted Descartes’ categories:  …in  a  world  whose  most  fundamental  characteristic  is  interconnected  flux, these  “secondary  qualities”  become  central…  Painting’s  exploration  of  the complex and changing  interrelationships among  form,  light,  texture,  and color sheds light on our interconnected state in a way that representation of form and outline can never achieve. (266)   Discussing Cézanne’s interpretation of painting, Merleau‐Ponty states that he “simply wanted to capture it emerging from the color” (“Cézanne’s Doubt” 66). Understanding the coloured lighting of St. Gabriel’s in this way, our traditional categorization is inverted – the 














































































































































refers to any object imbued with meaning (Seamon). In Researching Lived Experience, van Manen states, Hermeneutic  phenomenology  tries  to  be  attentive  to  both  terms  of  its methodology:  its  is  a  descriptive  (phenomenological)  methodology  because  it wants  to  be  attentive  to  how  things  appear,  it  wants  to  let  things  speak  for themselves;  it  is  an  interpretive  (hermeneutic) methodology  because  it  claims that  there  are  no  such  things  as  uninterpreted  phenomena.  The  implied contradiction  may  be  resolved  if  one  acknowledges  that  the (phenomenological) “facts” of lived experience are always already meaningfully (hermeneutically)  experienced. Moreover,  even  the  “facts”  of  lived  experience need to be captured in language (the human science text) and this is inevitably an interpretive process. (180‐1)  There are many ways to interpret a text, so the task is never complete and always under way (Seamon). While outside the boundaries of phenomenological research, Dewdney’s 
Acquainted with the Night provides a useful example of a hermeneutic investigation in action. Dewdney imagined he was a stranger to the concept of “night,” exploring it for the first time. This way, he (and the reader) could see something ordinary in a new way (5). He does not only rely on firsthand experiences, but also moves through science, art, literature, myths, dreams, cities, insomnia, and nocturnal animals, arriving at more meaningful understanding of night. Many writings on embodied architectural phenomenology contain a hermeneutic component, such as Pallasmaa’s criticism of our vision‐biased society. 
 
First Person Phenomenology First person phenomenological research utilizes the researcher’s firsthand experiences as a basis for understanding the phenomenon (Seamon). This encompasses the descriptive aspect of my research, as I am examining the embodied experience of light within various built spaces. These descriptive writings are inspired by the observations and terminology of the architectural theorists outlined in Chapter 3 – “Architectural Phenomenology.” That being said, there are few writings that actually undertake a detailed, first person analysis of a specific phenomenon. For inspiration, I have turned to works such as Hull’s Touching the 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Rock. Structured as journal entries over three years, Hull writes on the experience of going blind. He searches for the personal meaning of his blindness, detailing various physical difficulties, relationships, questions of faith, etc. Throughout, he reflects on both extremely personal situations and larger societal concerns surrounding blindness. There is no tightly wound overarching narrative and no concrete conclusion; instead Hull carefully details his experience of blindness, leaving the reader with a fuller understanding of an otherwise unknown phenomenon. Reflecting in his project, Hull states, “This must include some effort to understand blindness itself, as well as my own blindness. In seeking understanding, I am seeking meaning… Of course, the quest for full significance… will never be ended. It will never be a finished product. Nevertheless, the quest remains worthwhile” (163).  
Questions of Language – The Importance of Reflective Writing Writing is a central component of research within a phenomenological framework. In Researching Lived Experience, van Manen explains that, in phenomenology, research and writing are “practically inseparable” activities (4), and that “Creating a phenomenological text is the object of the research process” (111). As such, research and writing become aspects of one holistic undertaking. Writing is not something done as a final stage, but very much a part of the search for meaning. To this point, Colyar’s “Becoming Writing, Becoming Writers” makes a similar argument for the usefulness of writing in qualitative research generally. For Colyar, writing is a research methodology in itself, a generative process that goes beyond simply transcribing ideas. It both helps to present the topic effectively and helps the researcher make sense of the topic. “Writing is inquiry. Writing is a kind of data collection” (423). Research in phenomenology aims to go beyond explicit meanings, and read between the lines to access implicit dimensions and intuitions (Finlay 10).  Thoughtful and reflexive writing (and rewriting) becomes the primary research task. 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 On the topic of phenomenological writing, we return to the embodied architectural phenomenologists mentioned in Chapter 3 (i.e. Holl, Pallasmaa, Rasmussen, and Zumthor). Examining Rasmussen’s Experiencing Architecture, it is important to note that his descriptions, reliant primarily on formal analysis, refer mainly to physical attributes – ideas, analogies, and feelings are not present. He is very literal in his treatment of built spaces, leaving out what could be considered the underlying meaning of the space, thus betraying the primary task of a phenomenological investigation. As van Manen explains, “… we may describe an architectural or physical space… in terms of its dimensional properties and measures. But such spaces also have their atmospheric, sensual, and felt aspects. Moreover, these qualities are not fixed but subject to change like moods of a landscape” (“Phenomenology of Practice” 21). Elsewhere, van Manen notes that a phenomenological writing succeeds only when it “lets us see that which shines through, that which tends to hide itself” (Researching Lived Experience 130).  There is an interesting tension emerging, namely the ability to write about a phenomenon through its literal experiencing as a gateway into its underlying essence. “Language that authentically speaks the world rather than abstractly speaking of it is a language that reverberates the world, as Merleau‐Ponty says, a language that sings the world” (van Manen, Researching Lived Experience 13). To access underlying meaning, some phenomenologists recommend engaging modes of research beyond scientific endeavors, such as art, literature, and poetry (Finlay 14). Similarly, in Questions of Perception: 
Phenomenology of Architecture, Holl discusses the importance of “extra‐architectural” ideas, and specifically literary metaphors, for providing a unique meaning to architectural design (119). Zumthor notes this relationship as well, stating that poetry “is concerned with insights and understanding, and above all with truth. Perhaps poetry is unexpected truth. It lives in stillness. Architecture’s artistic task is to give this still expectancy a form” (Thinking 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Architecture 19). I will add that literature can also help us understand and articulate those experiences, of spaces designed or otherwise.  Holl proposes the use of literary sources, but does not explain how this could be achieved. The writings by Stoner, which accompany and organize her anthology Poems for 
Architects, more intricately investigate the “dynamic tension” between literature and architecture that Holl alludes to. For Stoner, poems can provide inspiration, and a way to transcend programmatic requirements and reflect on the profound implications of built spaces (117). Rasmussen gives an excellent vocabulary for investigating what is explicitly presented; poetry and literature help to reveal what is hidden beneath, relinquishing control in favour of exploration. A central theme throughout is the difficultly in accessing light through lived experience, making the poetic understandings discussed by Stoner as valuable as the vocabulary provided by Rasmussen. 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2) Building Credits   
Allan Gardens 
Completed: 1910 (latest rebuild); additions in 1920s and 1950s 
Architect: Robert McCallum 
Address: 19 Horticultural Avenue, Toronto, ON   
Cathedral Church of St. James 
Completed: 1853 (latest rebuild); 1874 (additions); 1900 (stained glass) 
Architect: Cumberland & Ridout; additions by Langley Langley & Burke; stained glass by Tiffany & Co. 
Address: 65 Church Street, Toronto, ON   
Dundas Square 
Opened: 2002 
Architect: Brown + Storey Architects 
Address: Intersection of Yonge Street and Dundas Street, Toronto, ON   
St. Gabriel’s Passionist Parish 
Completed: 2006 
Architect: Roberto Chiotti (Larkin Architect Limited) 
Address: 670 Sheppard Avenue East, Toronto, ON   
The Terrence Donnelly Centre for Cellular and Biomolecular Research,  
University of Toronto 
Completed: 2005 
Architect: Behnisch Architekten with architectsAlliance 
Address: 160 College Street, Toronto, ON 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